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 PPPooolllaaarrriii   JJJooouuurrrnnnaaalll   

 

transVerse - October 2011 

 

Bevan Walker 

People Can See My Soul Like a Big Beautiful Light 

 

Bevan, people can see my soul like a big beautiful Light 

Bevan, my aura is my favorite color, green and Bright 

Bevan, I seem like a calm and collected Site  

But with the pain I deal with, I can tell I have some Might 

 

DaQuinna, feral and promiscuous, using my advantages 

DaQuinna, I consider my victims water underneath the many bridges 

DaQuinna, I love the smell and feel of the many riches 

And when I see those people hating on me, I just yell “Bitches” 

 

Bevan, I‟m hardworking, young and pay my own rent, I hope I‟m nice 

Bevan, When I‟m at school, faced with ignorant people, I am not vice 
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Bevan, I don‟t like to get aggressive but I do hold my ground with voice 

But when I lose control the DaQuinna C. comes out, I feel much foist 

 

DaQuinna, I consider myself the other side, indulgent and Dark 

DaQuinna, I often got into exciting adventure‟s, a lot of Lark 

DaQuinna, when confidently walking into a night club, I‟d Mark 

Often my adventures, or journeys, would cause much Cark 

 

Bevan and DaQuinna, physically the one and the Same 

Bevan and DaQuinna trapped in the same Frame 

Bevan, was the one who had things to lose, but DaQuinna was to Blame 

With a body which was meant for one, two were cased and put to shame 

 

Two trapped for eternity in the body of one, trapped in young  

One wants to have too much fun and the other just wants to lie in the sun 

Destruction and Chaos, Order and Structure exist in one for the long run 

Transsexual, Transvestite, Trannie, Quite a transverse subject hun 
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